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Plain English summary

People who experience schizophrenia are usually prescribed antipsychotic medication. Some who take an antipsychotic continue to experience distressing and persistent symptoms; for these people the antipsychotic clozapine has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms. About 30–40% of people who try clozapine experience persistent symptoms and there is little research to indicate what treatments are effective if clozapine has a poor impact. The Focusing on Clozapine Unresponsive Symptoms (FOCUS) trial was designed to test whether or not a talking treatment called cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) is clinically effective in reducing the symptoms of schizophrenia, and whether or not CBT is cost-effective.

A total of 487 participants who met the criteria for a schizophrenia diagnosis and who had tried clozapine but experienced a poor response were recruited. Participants were randomly allocated to receive CBT plus treatment as usual (TAU) or TAU alone. CBT lasted for 9 months, and participants could have up to 30 hours of CBT. Participants were followed up at 9 and 21 months and it was found that those who had CBT experienced some small improvements in symptoms of schizophrenia at 9 months, but this did not last to 21 months. The data suggest that CBT was not cost-effective compared with TAU. Some benefits of CBT were evident at 21 months, such as feeling less emotional distress, a better understanding of ‘delusional’ beliefs and better self-rated recovery. The small benefit of CBT at 9 months is the same level of benefit people get from taking a second antipsychotic medication, but without the medication side effects. Although CBT cannot be recommended routinely for all people who have a poor response to clozapine, it may be helpful for some.

The results cannot answer questions about how helpful CBT is for people who have received a diagnosis of schizophrenia who have not tried clozapine. Better ways to help this population needed to be developed.
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